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Abstract-Negative and zero permittivity nanostructure composites have been obtained on a broad 
frequency domain. Additionally, it has been found that the effective dielectric constant can be 
modified by the application of a magnetic field. At low frequencies, these materials present a close 
resemblance to plasmonics. Additionally, effective dielectric losses can be suppressed by the 
introduction of some passive electric elements. In this regard, this kind of devices can be used in 
applications such as new electric passive elements. 

 
During the last years, nanometer size FET’s (Field-Electric Transistors) in IC’s, present a serious limitations 

due to the generated heat under. This effect, which hinders the size reduction required for larger levels of 
nanointegration, is known as “Bolztmann Tyranny”. Basically, this limitation states that, at room temperature, 
changing the current by a factor of 10 requires at least 60 mV which generates excessive heating. In order to 
lower the required voltage, several authors have proposed connecting the FET gate to a “negative capacity 
capacitor” to dramatically reduce the voltage and therefore the heating1,2,3. In that sense, it has been recently 
detected some examples of negative capacitance in ferroelectric thin films3,4.  

In this regard, we have chosen a different approximation: magnetic-conductor nanocomposites. For this kind 
of metamaterial nanocomposites, made by combining an insulating ferromagnetic matrix with conductive 
graphene-like inclusions, the capacity can be tailored, from negative to positive values by changing the 
conductive phase concentration around the percolation threshold5. However, the more striking property is that 
this value can be modified in real time by the effect of a static magnetic field (H<2000 Oe), and even it can be 
set to zero for a very wide range of frequencies. 

Experimental results can be seen in figure 1a. In this plot, the apparent capacity of a nearly percolated 
sample shows a continuous variation of the permittivity as a function of an external applied field from negative 
(B~ 0 Oe) to positive (B~2000 Oe). 

We attribute this tunable permeability (negative to positive) to the effect of the magnetically induced current 
(inductance). It should be remarked the similitude of the role of the magnetic field in this system with the 
dispersion of dielectric constant and depolarization electric field in the Surface Plasmon Resonances (SPR) at 
optical frequencies. Actually, in these composites, the applied current generates an a.c. magnetic field and 
consequently an electric field opposed to the external field in a similar way as the depolarization field does it in 
SPR (see figure 1b). Because the composite has a ferromagnetic phase, its self-inductance depends on the 
permeability and consequently the effect of a magnetic field is enough to notably modify this value, so that, the 
magneto-electric depolarization field and its apparent permittivity can be tuned by the effect of a static magnetic 
field. Following the similitude with plasmonic materials, it is well known than a SPR verifies when a metal (with 



negative value of the real part of dielectric constant) is embedded into a dielectric matrix. In the case of negative 
capacitance composites, the resonance is easily reached by connecting this material in serial with an ordinary 
capacitor. Without losses, the equivalent capacity whould be: Ceq=C−C+/(C++C−) (where C− and C+ are 
respectively the capacity of the negative and positive capacitors), so that, Ceq tends to infinity when C+= −C−. 
The possibility to modify the value of C− by the application of a static magnetic field allows us to reach this 
resonant condition. 

In many others metamaterials it has been found that negative values of permittivity are associated to large 
dielectric losses. This is an undesired property, and it has prevented the development of a large number of 
practical applications. However, in the case of the low frequency regime, several electric circuits, containing 
only passive (resistor and capacitors) can be designed to modify and even suppress the effect of dielectric losses. 
In this regard, several designs as well as their electrical characterization will be presented showing how a 
negative or zero permittivity metamaterial would operate without dielectric losses.  

 

                       
 

Fig.1a Field distribution in a cylindrical capacitor.         Fig.1b Apparent permittivity of composites under  
                different static magnetic fields.  
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